How Employer
Branding can
help you win the
Talent Game
Whitepaper

Talent is at the root of every
business’ success. The biggest
driver of a business’ profit and
growth is its people. Attracting
and retaining talented people is
everything — succeed and you
prosper, fail and your business
runs the risk of collapsing.

More than money
If you think that employees simply want more money,
you’d be mistaken. Unless you’re a tech giant like Google or
Facebook, you won’t be able to compete on a financial basis.
There are different motivations, however, and it ultimately
comes down to core motivational factors, including
performance, career, development, empowerment, support,
values, innovation and status 1.
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With unemployment rates low
in the UK, Europe and the US,
anyone looking for a job can get
one — wherever they are in the
world. Any talented person that
you want to hire is more than likely
already employed. The power is in
the hands of employees — if they
have the skillset, they have more
choice.
This is not an anomaly. Talented
individuals have more choice than
ever, and in having that choice,
they will question why they should
choose to apply for, or continue to
work for your company.

Top 3 Negative Employer Factors:
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Empowerment

Support

2. Dysfunctional teams
3. Poor leadership
These figures look even bleaker if you want to hire women —
something that more companies will place further emphasis
on now with having to publish their gender-related data.
Female candidates are 33% less likely than male candidates
to apply for a 1-star rated company. Women are also
25% more likely to view employer reviews when vetting a
potential employer.3
With 91% of candidates seeking out at least one online or
offline resource to evaluate an employer’s brand before
applying for a job,4getting your employer brand right is
critical.
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Status

Development
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Values

Performance

1. Job security

Innovation
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Nearly half of the people
we surveyed would entirely
rule out taking a job with a
company that exhibited the
top three negative employer
brand factors, regardless of any
pay increase. Even a 10% raise
would only tempt 28% of them
to join such a company.2
Harvard Business Review research

All about the brand
Candidates are increasingly more likely to be influenced by
your company reputation — which is ultimately your brand.
Get it wrong and the best talent won’t consider applying
to work for you, whilst your current staff are more likely to
search for better opportunities with brands that have a more
impressive reputation.
Companies know that brand identity is important, especially
if they want to attract the best talent. Despite this, 55% of
employers don’t monitor or address negative comments on
social media and review sites.5
In this paper we’ll address the big issues related to employer
branding, discussing what an employer brand actually is,
where an employer brand comes from, how an employer
brand is formed, and most importantly, how to improve
your business’ employer brand. Without a positive employer
brand retaining your best talent and attracting new talent to
your company will become increasingly difficult.

1 http://saltlab.com/recruiting-content-framework-2/
2 https://hbr.org/2016/03/a-bad-reputation-costs-company-at-least-10-more-per-hire
3 https://hbr.org/2016/03/a-bad-reputation-costs-company-at-least-10-more-per-hire
4 http://www.careerarc.com/blog/2017/11/employer-branding-study-infographic/
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5 http://www.careerarc.com/blog/2017/11/employer-branding-study-infographic/

What is an
Employer Brand?
Your employer brand is what people
say about your business when you’re
not there. Whether it is over dinner
with friends, or on review sites like
Glassdoor, what people think about
your employer brand matters.
Brand is perception
A brand is what you see, what you hear, how it makes you
feel, and is all driven by personal interactions. Whether that
opinion is negative or positive, it is right. No matter how
much money is spent on advertising, your perception of a
brand is personal, and it influences the way you interact
with it.

Brand is individual
No interaction with a brand is universal. For example,
some people hold the opinion that a Mac PC is the height
of engineering and design — an object of transcendental
beauty. Whilst others perceive them as being overpriced and
proprietary. We all see the same product, but we react to it
differently. This perception is our reality. Whether we agree
or disagree with other people’s reality doesn’t matter, because
it is your individual brand interaction.

Brand is a pattern
For all companies, your brand is a pattern, a continuum built
up over time. It is formed by continuing interactions with the
product or service that you provide. If, for example, you buy
groceries from Tesco each week, and you’re happy with the
cost, ease of use, and quality of service, you form a brand
loyalty that will see you defend Tesco above Sainsbury’s and
Morrisons. Even though they essentially provide the same
service, your continued positive interactions create a brand
affinity that can last a lifetime. Employer brands work in a
similar way.

Your brand is
what people say
about you when you
have left the room
Jeff Bezos
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How is an Employer Brand formed?

Energise your Employer Brand

According to Bex Consultants, at its
simplest, the three forces that spark,
shape and maintain your employer
brand are external forces, and the
internal forces of management and
6
staff.

For every business, you want candidates 1. Tell your story
who believe in what you are as a
There are 5.4 million businesses in the UK7 and most people
could, at most, name 1000. Unless your business is Google,
company, where you’re going, and
Apple or Amazon, there’s a significant chance the majority of
who have aligning values. If staff and
the public have never heard of your brand.
candidates see a role with your company
as a maybe, rather than a firm yes, than This may sound bleak, but it is actually a positive. As a relative
unknown, your employer brand is relatively easy to change.
they won’t stay with you long. It’s not
your story, bring it to life. Only you know how great your
that these people are bad, they just don’t Tell
business is. Showcase what drives your vision, where your
align with your business. Creating a clear company has come from, and where it is heading. Express
honestly the kind of people you are seeking who will truly
employer brand can reduce the risk of
drive your business to the next level. Even with a 30 second
video that explains these things, you can radically shift
employing misaligned staff.

External factors
External factors play a role in your employer brand. Aspects
such as your location, what you do, your industry, and
competition for talent all have an influence. They are not at
the core of your employer brand, but they are important in
building the context within which your employer brand exists.
If, for example, you are hiring for tech skills, a segment
which is highly competitive, and your competition is offering
salaries that are way beyond your means, you should
differentiate yourself. Focus on diversity, flexible working, or
something else unique about your business.
Not everyone wants to work in a hyper-competitive company
like Google. Many people value more than just money. Touch
on emotive, individual motivators to differentiate yourself.
You may have to sacrifice things within your company to
make you stand out, but by differentiating yourself, you will
be able to attract talent that fits in with what you want to
achieve.

Employees
The foundation of your employer brand stems from the
people who work for and with you. How they work, their
emotional state, the structure, and their interactions come
together to create a culture, and your culture is the raw
material of your employer brand.

Management
There are three ways that management influences your
employer brand. First of which is the people you hire. If
you want to change your employer brand, to make it more
diverse, or to add vibrancy, the simplest way is to hire
different people. This is, however, much easier said than
done. Hiring managers tend to hire in their own image, and
so it can be difficult to reach beyond this. If you know what
you want from your brand, you need to hire along those lines.
The second way that management has an influence is in your
company policy and procedures. If your culture encourages
autonomous working, you will end up with an employer
brand that allows people to develop, be more creative, and
follow their own path. However, if you have a strict working
from home policy, you undermine the brand promise.
Aligning what you say and what you do is important in
maintaining a consistent employer brand.
The corporate mission is the third influence, and is a place
where management should consider the impact on, or
connection to the employer brand. Done well, a company’s
mission is there to explain why a company exists. Done
badly, it’s meaningless.
Every company has its unique competences: some good,
some bad. Your employer brand can’t just encompass the
positives, it has to take into account the negatives. Read
many job descriptions and you would think that every brand
is 100% aspirational. We all know that isn’t true. If you want
to form an employer brand that really encapsulates what
your company is like, it needs to be not only unique, it needs
to be firmly anchored in reality.

people’s perception of your employer brand.

To get the staff who enthusiastically
want to work with your company, you
need to be honest. Admitting that your
company is not perfect is at the heart
of this. We all have faults, companies
included. Relationships are built through
a mutual understanding and acceptance
of these faults. Not displaying these to
candidates and staff will lead to what
happens to every relationship built
on insincerity: disappointment, and
inevitable separation.
Most employer brands don’t allow
their faults to be displayed. They are
more often than not propped up with
meaningless words and jargon. How
many times have you used the words
‘best in class’ and ‘best in practice’?
These are mere platitudes, they do not
offer any definition, edge or clarity. So
what is an effective way to bring your
employer brand to life?

2. Understand your reputation
Understand what people are saying about your company.
Read your Glassdoor profile. Check your social media
interactions. What is the true reality of your reputation?
Consider both the positive and negative reactions to your
business and ensure that your employer brand takes it all into
account.

3. Be bold
For most people, changing jobs is an emotional decision, and
if you want to attract candidates and start conversations with
them, you need to appeal to these emotions. Interact with
candidates on a direct level, and engage them in the dream.
No matter what product or service you offer, share your
company’s mission and values with candidates. Help them
understand the impact of their work, and let them see that
they’ll be part of something bigger than themselves.

4. Define your hard edges
Not only should you engage candidates with the positive
elements of your business, you need to inform them about
the potential negatives too. A great employer brand provides
clarity; it says we believe in something and therefore we do
not mind losing out on candidates who don’t believe in it.

6 http://bexconsultants.com/2017/02/28/forces-establish-employer-brand/
7 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/number-of-uk-businesses-continues-to-grow
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Be aware of your
Employer Brand
For example, saying: ‘we are so committed to saving
rainforests that we refuse to work with people and
companies who aren’t provides clarity. If you’re
environmentally conscious, this is a company you want to
work for. If you don’t care about the environment, it won’t
be a good fit. By forming a clear brand identity you separate
those who really want to work for you, and those that don’t.

5. Be clear which talent you’re trying to attract
When it comes to attracting the right staff, you need to be
very clear about what it is you’re looking for. Are you looking
for problem-solvers who will sacrifice everything to solve
your business problems, or are you looking for workers who
will reliably do a job 9-5, Monday to Friday? Map what you’re
looking for onto the 8 motivational factors — if you’re looking
for more than 4, you aren’t thinking with enough clarity.
Whittle it down, and redefine what the ideal candidate looks like.

6. Ensure your brand reflects your culture
Ensuring that your employer brand reflects your company
culture is important in attracting and retaining quality talent.
To do this, you need to think about what your culture really
is. Consider how your policies and procedures reinforce your
culture, and understand how it really reflects in day-to-day
working conditions. If you claim to offer a work/life balance,
but then your staff have to go through painful bureaucracy
to work from home, you’re not being honest. Be clear about
your culture, and ensure it pumps through every artery of
your company.
Once you’ve clarified what your company culture actually is,
use social media to bring your story to life. Through blogs,
photos, graphics and videos you can provide valuable insight
into your company, and spark conversations. Authenticity in
your content output is vital and can be a key differentiator
between a company that says that they have a great culture,
and one that shows they have a great culture.

7. Be unique
We all learn from other’s successes. But when it comes
to employer branding, it is best to avoid imitating other
companies strategies. The whole reason behind your

employer brand is that it is uniquely yours. It is your way of
differentiating from your competition. If you look and feel
like your competitors, neither they nor you stand out.
Some companies are inevitably more exciting than others.
But not everyone wants to work for super-competitive, highdemand companies like Amazon. Some people would rather
work for a small family business where the CEO knows them
personally, or they might want to work for an established
company with ethical ties. You do not have to be SpaceX to
have a strong employer brand. You just have to justify your
existence.

8. Create a single vision
Pick one aspect of your company, no matter how small, and
build your employer brand around it. Be granular. Be specific.
Whether it is the best break-out area, the best coffee, or the
best pension scheme, if it’s truly what you care about and it’s
authentic then the people that feel the same way will get it,
and you will naturally attract the kind of people that will love
to work for you. A pearl starts with a grain of sand, likewise
a successful employer brand starts with one seemingly
insignificant, but massively influential facet.

9. Establish your pattern
Many companies believe that employer branding is the same
thing as candidate experience. This isn’t the case. Employer
branding takes into account more. Candidate experience is,
of course, part of employer branding, but employer branding
is also the way in which you appraise, engage, on-board your
staff, how you advertise your roles, your company policies
and procedures, and your website. In short, employer
branding is the foundation of your business’ approach to
people.

Your overall rating provides an in-depth
measure of your employer brand. Bad
reviews and a low average rating means
you need to take a closer look. Glassdoor
does, however, allow you to use it to
position your employer brand through
responding to reviews. Companies that
respond to reviews get a 62% higher
rating than those that don’t,9 and if you
respond enough, you’re recognised as
an engaged employer. Because of this,
you should respond to reviews — both
negative, and positive.

How to respond to negativity
So how should you respond to negative reviews? Whilst
it is true that people are more likely to leave a bad review
than a good-to-middling one, leaving bad reviews sitting
unanswered doesn’t reflect well on your business.
Here are 5 tips on how to respond to bad reviews:

1. Treat bad reviews as opportunities to refine your
reputation for great service
2. Always thank the reviewer and accept their
feedback graciously
3. Do not refute claims unless legally defensible
4. Reframe the reviewer’s position
5. Pick your battles
Ultimately, you get bad reviews because you failed to
deliver on promises. However, a bad Glassdoor score does
not necessarily mean you’re a bad business. It means you’re
not setting the right expectations — and relates back to
your employer brand. This is why you need to accurately
define what you are as a business. The ultimate goal of your
employer brand is to take who you are and frame it to say:
‘this is the kind of person who will be successful and enjoy
working here; and this is who won’t.’ Fail to do it, and you’ll
lose the talent game.

Most candidates’ first interaction with you as a business is
typically a job description. Consider how your company
comes across through the wording. What does it say about
why people want to work for you? Does it say why you
should take the job and what you can expect from it? Is
it truly authentic? Your employer brand is felt across all
channels. It is said that there are 12 ways to communicate
your employer brand.8 To be successful, you need to
consider them all.

8 http://www.careerarc.com/blog/2017/11/12-ways-to-communicate-to-your-employer-brand-webinar-recap/
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The easiest way to check what people
are saying about your employer brand
is to look at review platforms — the
most influential being Glassdoor. Every
credible candidate will check Glassdoor
before applying for a role with you.
They will assess interview feedback,
employee reviews, as well as expected
salaries. Once you’ve claimed your
business page, Glassdoor gives you the
ability to analyse your ratings and break
them down by location, job type and
function to give you granular detail on
what people are actually saying.

9 https://www.glassdoor.com/employers/popular-topics/hr-stats.htm
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Conclusion
Too many businesses don’t know what their brand is. Too
many businesses think that their mere existence will have
talent flocking to work for them. As we know, this isn’t
the case. You need to indicate to people why they should
work for you, and this is done through effective employer
branding.
A brand is perception, it is individual, and it is a pattern.
Understand this and you’ll be on your way to creating a
strong employer brand. No-one outside of your company
understands what’s truly great about what you do. To attract
and retain not just the best staff, but the most aligned staff,
you have to communicate your employer brand authentically
whilst also engaging emotionally.
Your employer brand helps you better understand why
people work for you. But it also does more than this. It
helps you truly understand what you are as a business.
Constructing an effective employer brand forces you to
understand that you have made conscious choices. This is
not a minor thing. It is massively significant. When you know
who you are as a business, you’ll be more successful.
Just understanding is not the end game though. You need to
express your employer brand across every platform. From
your social media, to your internal comms, to your company
policy, every aspect of your output needs to consistently
frame your culture, your mission and all of the motivational
factors that indicate why people should work for you.
Your employer brand is your DNA, it is the blood that runs
through the veins of your business. Get it right and you will
win the talent game.
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Contact us
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Underpinning everything we do is our ‘highretention strategy’. It is centred on making and
keeping promises to deliver better results and
experiences to our customers, candidates,
employees and investors.
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